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Abstract. This paper presents a study that is part of a larger research project
aimed at addressing the gap in the provision of educational software development
processes for freshman, novice undergraduate learners, to improve proficiency
levels. With the aim of understanding how such learners problem solve in software development in the absence of a formal process, this case study examines
the experiences and depth of learning acquired by a sample set of novice undergraduates. A novel adaption of the Kirkpatrick framework known as AKM-SOLO
is used to frame the evaluation. The study finds that without the scaffolding of
an appropriate structured development process tailored to novices, students are
in danger of failing to engage with the problem solving skills necessary for software development, particularly the skill of designing solutions prior to coding.
It also finds that this lack of engagement directly impacts their affective state on
the course and continues to negatively impact their proficiency and affective state
in the second year of their studies leading to just under half of students surveyed
being unsure if they wish to pursue a career in software development when they
graduate.
Keywords: Software development undergraduate education · Freshman
university learners · Kirkpatrick framework · SOLO taxonomy

1 Introduction
The rapid growth in technologies has increased the demand for skilled software developers and this demand is increasing on a global scale. A report from the United States
Department of Labor [1] states that employment in the computing industry is expected
to grow by 12% from 2014 to 2024; a higher statistic than the average for other industries. However, learning how to develop software solutions is not trivial due to the high
cognitive load it puts on novice learners. Novices must master a variety of skills such
as requirements analysis, learning syntax, understanding and applying computational
constructs and writing algorithms [2]. This high cognitive load means that many novice
developers focus on programming language syntax and programming concepts and, as
a result, find the extra cognitive load of problem solving difficult [3]. This suggests
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that there is a need for an educational software development process aimed at cognitively supporting students in their acquisition of problem solving skills when developing
software solutions. However, even though there are many formal software development
processes available for experienced developers, very little research has been carried out
on developing appropriate processes for freshman, university learners [4]. This lack
of appropriate software development processes presents a vacuum for educators with
the consequence that the skills required for solving computational problems–specifically carrying out software analysis and design - are typically taught very informally
and implicitly on introductory courses at university [5, 6]. This is problematic for students as without systematic guidance, many novices may adopt maladaptive cognitive
practices in software development. Examples of such practices include rushing to code
solutions with no analysis or design; and coding by rote learning [7]. These practices
can be very difficult to unlearn and can ultimately prohibit student progression in the
acquisition of software development skills [7, 8]. It has also been found that problems
in designing software solutions can persist even past graduation [9].
To address these challenges, this paper presents results and findings from a focused
case study which is the first part of a larger research project, the ultimate aim of which
is to develop an educational software development process with an associated tool for
novice university learners. An adaption of the Kirkpatrick evaluation model [10] is used
to frame the evaluation in this study.
In a companion paper which first presented results from this study [11], the findings
from the application of the first two levels of the adapted evaluation model (known
as AKM-SOLO) were presented. In this extended paper, a detailed description of the
full structure and application of the AKM-SOLO model is included. Furthermore, a
summary set of results from the first two levels and full results from the remaining levels
of the adapted model are presented and discussed. The aim of the study is to identify the
specific issues and behaviour that can arise in the absence of a software development
process when instructing novice undergraduate learners.

2 Related Research
There has been a wealth of research over three decades into the teaching and learning of
software development to improve retention and exam success rates at university level.
Research to date has focused on a variety of areas such as reviewing the choice of
programming languages and paradigms suitable for novice learners. A wide variety of
languages have been suggested from commercial to textual languages through to visual
block-based languages [12]. Other prominent research has included the development of
visualisation tools to create a diagrammatic overview of the notional machine as a user
traces through programs and algorithms [13, 14]; and the use of game based learning as
a basis for learning programming and game construction [15, 16].
Research that specifically looks at software development practices for introductory
software development courses at university level have tended towards the acquisition
of programming skills, with the focus on analysis and design skills being studied as
part of software engineering courses in later years. Examples of such research include
Dahiya [17] who presents a study of teaching software engineering using an applied
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approach to postgraduate and undergraduates with development experience, Savi and
co-workers [18] who describe a model to assess the use of gaming as a mechanism to
teach software engineering and Rodriguez [19] who examines how to teach a formal
software development methodology to students with development experience.
In examining research into software development processes aimed at introductory
courses at university, comparatively few were found in the literature. Those that have
been developed tend to focus on a particular stage of the development process or on
a development paradigm. Examples include the STREAM process [4] which focus on
design in an object oriented environment; the P3 F framework [20] with a focus on
software design and arming novice designers with expert strategies; a programming
process by Hu and co-workers [21] with a focus on generating goals and plans and
converting those into a coded solution via a visual block-based programming language;
and POPT [22] which has a focus on supporting software testing.
In contrast to the processes cited above, this research has a focus on all stages of
problem solving when developing software solutions. This study is part of the first cycle
of an action research project whose ultimate aim is the generation of an educational software development process aimed at this category of student to support their acquisition
and application of problem solving skills.

3 Research Methods
The research question for this study is:
In the context of problem solving in software development by novice university
learners, what are the subjective experiences and depth of learning of a sample
cohort of freshman, university students studying software development without the
support of a formal software development process?
3.1 Participants
The control group was a cohort of first year undergraduate students who were registered
on a degree in software development in the academic years 2015/16 and 2016/17. Given
that the participants were not randomly assigned by the researcher, it was necessary to
first conduct a pre-test to ensure they were probabilistically equivalent in order to reduce
any threat to the internal validity of the experiment. This means that the confounding
factor of any student having prior software development experience was eliminated.
The control group had 82 students of which the gender breakdown was 70% male and
30% female. These students were tested again at the end of their second year where 16
students participated from the academic year 2016/17 and 25 students participated from
the academic year 2017/18 giving a combined control group of 41 with a 75% male to
25% female gender breakdown.
3.2 Pedagogical and Assessment Process
The module that was the subject of this study was a two semester, 24 week introduction
to software development which ran over the first academic year of the programme. It has
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been observed in Sect. 1 of this paper that there is a gap in software engineering education in the provision of software development processes for freshman, undergraduate
computing students [4]. Therefore, students in this study were taught software development in the absence of a formal software development process. This means that similar
to equivalent undergraduate courses, students were primarily taught how to program in
a specific language with the problem solving process to apply the language to solve
problems being a suite of informal steps [6].
The programming language taught to students was Java and the order of topics
taught to students are summarized in Table 1. These topics were taught via lectures and
problem solving exercises given in practical sessions. Students were also taught to use
pseudocode as a design technique in order to design solutions for the exercises.
Table 1. The topics taught to students (Source: Higgins and colleagues [11]).
Topics
1. Sequential Flow (e.g. using variables, display, inputs)
2. Non-sequential Flow (e.g. conditional constructs, loops)
3. Modularity (e.g. functions, parameters, scope of variables)
4. Object Oriented Interaction/Behaviour

When students were given a problem to solve, they were encouraged to analyse the
problem by attempting to document on paper the requirements of the problem (i.e. a
decomposition of the problem into a series of actions). Pseudocode and Java were used
to design and code solutions to these requirements in an iterative and incremental cycle.
There were nine intended learning outcomes (ILOs) for this module which were used
as a mechanism to test students’ levels of proficiency in problem solving in software
development. These ILOs are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Taxonomy of Intended Learning Outcomes for the module (Source: Higgins and
colleagues [11]).
Taxonomy of Intended Learning Outcomes
1. Apply process of abstraction when solving problems
2. Illustrate evidence of mental modelling of programming concepts
3. Illustrate evidence of mental modelling of notional machine
4. Recognise opportunities for reuse of existing problems or sub-problems
5. Perform problem analysis and decomposition
6. Identify data that is required to solve a problem
7. Design algorithms for decomposed problems
8. Apply algorithm integration
9. Evaluate solution incrementally
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3.3 Evaluation Process – AKM-SOLO
An adaption of the Kirkpatrick model was used as the evaluation process for this study.
The original Kirkpatrick model is a structured mechanism with five levels which was
developed as a tool for businesses to test the effectiveness of either in-house or outsourced training programmes for employees [10, 23]. However, the scope of use for this
model extends beyond business as there are also many examples in the literature of the
model being used to test learning interventions in an educational context for students
[24, 25].
In the original Kirkpatrick model, each of the levels are deployed sequentially starting
with level 1 with each subsequent level becoming increasingly complex to measure.
These higher levels provide increasingly more valuable information about the overall
value and impact of the training [26]. The first level – Reaction -measures participants’
reactions to, and perceptions of, instruction received once it has been completed. The
second level – Learning - assesses if the learning objectives for the training programme
have been met. The third level - Behaviour – examines the behavioral change (if any) in
participants as a result of instruction once they return to their jobs or future studies. The
fourth level – Results – examines the targeted outcomes of training to an organisation
such as reduced costs, improved quality and increased quantity of work. The fifth level
– Return on Investment - measures the medium to long-term return on investment for an
organisation. A return on investment is not relevant in the context of this study and in
the evaluation of academic education and is therefore not considered further.
However, the Kirkpatrick model is not without its critics. Specific criticism is based
on the model operating as a summative, goal-based model of evaluation with the confounding factors that can affect learning often being ignored [27]. It has also has been
noted that there can be little visibility into the learning that takes place and issues that
arise as a training course proceeds [28]. Furthermore, the incompleteness of the framework is troublesome; particularly the high-level nature of the levels, where there is little
guidance in how to evaluate those levels [29, 30].
Therefore, for this study, the original model with its first four levels has been adapted
into a model titled the Adapted Kirkpatrick Model with SOLO (AKM-SOLO). The
Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes (SOLO) taxonomy [31, 32] is incorporated
into the adaptation in order to continually monitor the depth of learning that occurs to
enhance the formative nature of the model. This change makes the adapted model both a
summative and formative model of evaluation. A summary description of the four levels
of this model can be seen in Table 3.
Similar to the original model, this adapted model has four levels. Levels 1 and 2 are
very similar to Kirkpatrick’s levels 1 and 2 albeit the newly adapted level 2 evaluation
is more explicit given its incorporation with SOLO. Also as can be seen from Table 3,
levels 3 and 4 have been renamed in this adapted model and also given a new focus. A
full description of all four levels of the model is given in the remainder of this section.
The choice of appropriate data collection instruments for this evaluation model was
guided by the decision to employ a mixed methods design. Quantitative analysis was
used in levels 2 and 3 of the AKM-SOLO model to evaluate a set of prescribed problems
given at different stages of the academic year to test the depth of learning. Quantitative
and qualitative analysis was carried out on the surveys and focus group sessions in
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Table 3. A summary description of the four levels of the AKM-SOLO model framed in the context
of the evaluation of a freshman, undergraduate software development course with data collection
tools and mode of evaluation outlined for each level.
Level

Definition

Data collection tools

Evaluation

1. Reaction

An evaluation of students’
reaction to - and
experience of - the
software development
skills they were taught

Post-test survey and focus
group

Mixed methods
evaluation with
triangulation

2. Learning

An evaluation of the depth
of student learning that is
taking place as they are
being taught concepts and
skills

Suite of well-defined
SOLO Taxonomy
problems across each of the Framework
four topics

3. Transfer

An evaluation of student
software development
competency at the end of
first year by examining
their ability to transfer
their learning to solve a
large, ill-defined problem

A large, ill-defined problem SOLO Taxonomy
Framework

4. Impact

An evaluation of the impact Follow-up survey
of first year problem
solving in software
development instruction on
students’ attitudes and
practice in the second year
of the programme

Mixed methods
evaluation with
triangulation

levels 1 and 4 (see Table 3). Given that this case study has a focus on understanding
the learning process of freshman students studying software development for the first
time, the confounding factor of prior learning is eliminated from the adapted model
by subjecting students to a pre-intervention survey to ensure only novice learners are
included in the evaluation.
Descriptions of the characteristics and deployment of the four levels of the model is
contained in the following subsections.
Level 1 – Reaction. The aim of the first level was to document students’ reaction to,
and experience of, problem solving in software development. In order to achieve this
aim, five research questions were posed:
1. What quantifiable engagement do students have with software development?
2. What planning techniques (i.e. analysis and design techniques) did students find
useful when solving computational problems?
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3. What planning techniques (i.e. analysis and design techniques) did students NOT
find useful when solving computational problems?
4. Is there an association between engagement and type of technique favoured?
5. What emotional responses did students experience on the course that they perceived
motivated or demotivated them in their studies?
To provide answers to these questions, students completed a survey (n = 82) and
attended a focus group session (n = 21) close to the end of their first year of undergraduate
study.
In an attempt to quantify students’ engagement levels with problem solving, a dependent variable called engagement was generated from the survey. This variable had values
ranging from 12, to indicate that a student is fully engaged with software development,
to 0, to indicate student is not engaged. The formulation of the engagement variable
involved examining 12 of the survey questions. These questions specifically examined
student attitudes to the value they perceived analysis and design had when they are solving
problems. Additionally, responses to these questions indicated whether the respondents
would use these techniques outside of assignment work and if they planned to use them
beyond the current academic year. A binary measurement score was given to the answers,
which were summated to give the engagement value.
The principal quantitative techniques used on the survey data were Cronbach’s alpha
[33], to measure internal consistency of the data, and the Kruskal-Wallis test [34], to see
if there is an association between students’ level of engagement and the type of software
development techniques favoured. The tool used for the quantitative analysis was IBM
SPSS Version 24. The data collected from the open questions of the survey and the focus
group were subjected to qualitative thematic analysis as suggested by Braun and Clark
[35]. The tool used to assist in this analysis was NVivo Version 12.
Level 2 - Learning. Levels 2 and 3 of the original Kirkpatrick model required enhancement in order to have a clear and traceable process to examine learning in a formative
mode. To do this, the Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes (SOLO) taxonomy [31,
32] was used to augment these levels so the depth of student learning taking place as
the course progressed could be measured and issues identified. In order to test student
learning in each of the four topics of interest (see Table 1), a suite of sixteen problems
(four problems per topic) were given to students during the research period. As a mechanism to test the depth of student learning applied when solving these problems, a SOLO
taxonomy framework was developed which mapped the five SOLO stages against the
nine ILOs presented in Table 2. This framework was used as a guide by researchers to
measure the depth of learning a student demonstrated in each of the nine ILOs for a
specific problem (see Table 4 for a subset of this framework for illustrative purposes).
For each problem solution completed by each student (i.e. 82 students by 16 problems), the depth of learning was measured as a SOLO score for each of the nine ILOs. The
SOLO score achieved was measured as a number from 1–5 to represent the SOLO stages
Prestructural (1), Unistructural (2), Multistructural (3), Relational (4) and Extended
Abstract (5). Calculating the mean of all nine ILO SOLO scores produced a single average SOLO score which represents the SOLO depth of learning for that problem in a
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specific topic for a student. Finally, calculating the mean of all student solutions for all
four problems in a topic produced a single average SOLO score for that topic.
Table 4. A subset of the SOLO Taxonomy framework as applied to the first three stages of the
SOLO taxonomy in conjunction with the first three ILOs from Table 2 (Source: Higgins and
colleagues [11]).
Applying abstraction

Programming Concepts Notional Machine

1: Prestructural

No understanding of
abstraction

No understanding of
concepts

Cannot articulate state
of concept

2: Unistructural

Can abstract from
problem specification
to code only

Understand one of the
concepts

Can articulate state of
one concept

3: Multistructural

Can abstract between
several levels e.g.
spec – analysis,
analysis – design,
analysis – code, design - code but no
traceability across all
levels

Understand several
concepts but can’t
relate them

Articulate states of
several concepts but
can’t relate them

Intended Learning Outcome
SOLO Stage

Level 3 - Transfer. Level 3 in the original Kirkpatrick model is known as Behaviour,
as it is intended to examine employee behaviour once they return to the workplace to see
how the training has impacted their work practices. In the context of this study, students
are not returning to work, but an equivalent experience is learning transfer which is the
ability of a learner to successfully apply the knowledge and skills acquired in a more
realistic problem solving situation. Given that the domain of learning here is problem
solving with software development, this level examines students’ ability to transfer their
learning from the relative containment of smaller, well-defined problems into a larger,
more ill-defined problem that would mirror more closely a real-world problem. In order
to better reflect this specific focus, the level is renamed Transfer in this adaptation. The
level is evaluated using the same process as level 2 but in this case, instead of solving a
suite of problems based on each of the four topics, students are presented with a large
ill-defined problem to which they have to provide a solution. Solutions are measured for
depth of learning in each of the nine ILOs so comparisons can be made with the results
from level 2 and a conclusion reached regarding students level of proficiency in software
development going forward.
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Level 4 - Impact. In AKM-SOLO, the title of level 4 is renamed from Kirkpatrick’s
original title of Results to Impact as at this level, the focus is on examining the impact
that learning how to problem solve in software development in first year has on the second
year experience. The rationale for this inquiry is that it has been reported in the literature
that software development habits and attitudes acquired by novice learners can be very
difficult to unlearn [7]. Therefore, this level evaluates students at the end of their second
year to see what positive, negative or neutral impact their first year training in problem
solving has had on their attitudes to- and affective state with - software development in
future years. To carry out this evaluation, a survey is given to students at the end of their
second year and the evaluation is framed around the following four research questions.
1. What are students’ attitudes to analysis and design in general at the end of second
year?
2. What are students’ attitudes to the specific analysis and design techniques they were
taught in first year?
3. What recommendations do students have to improve analysis and design in first
year?
4. What impact has students’ first year experience had on their affective state when
applying problem solving techniques to computational problems in second year?

4 Results and Findings
This section presents the results and findings from carrying out the evaluation. Full
results for AKM-SOLO level 1 (research questions 1 to 4 in Sect. 3.3, Level 1 Reaction)
and AKM-SOLO level 2 can be found in Higgins and colleagues [11] with a summary of
those results presented in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 of this paper. Full results from the evaluation
of AKM-SOLO levels 3 and 4 can be found in Sect. 4.3 and Sect. 4.4 of this paper.
4.1 Level 1 - Reaction
This level measured students’ reactions to, and experiences of, problem solving in software development where data was collected using a survey (n = 82) and running a
focus group session (n = 21). A quantifiable engagement level in problem solving (see
Sect. 3.3) was calculated for the cohort (n = 82) which resulted in an average score of
5.7 out of 12. This score indicates a less than average engagement with problem solving.
In examining the planning techniques (i.e. analysis and design techniques) that students find useful when solving computational problems, 42% of survey participants (n
= 35) and 48% of focus group participants (n = 10) were positive about the use of analysis as a technique to help them break down the main problem into a series of ordered
sub-problems which were easier to individually solve.
Examining the planning techniques that students did not find useful when solving
computational problems, pseudocode was specifically cited by 46% (n = 38) of survey
participants with 67% (n = 14) of focus group students indicating that they found design
to be very confusing and unhelpful to them when solving computational problems.
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Testing the association between the different types of analysis and design techniques
favoured by students, it was seen that 78% (n = 30) of students in this study who indicated that they found no technique useful also had a very low engagement level of 0–2,
with 21% (n = 8) having an engagement level of 3 and 1% (n = 1) an engagement level
of 4. Conversely, 84% (n = 41) of students who indicated they favoured the technique
of requirements analysis had an engagement level of 7. 48% (n = 24) of those specifically specifying pseudocode or design techniques had an engagement factor or 3 or
less. This result highlights the use of pseudocode as being in negative correlation with
student engagement. Conversely, of the 100% (n = 12) of students who indicated that
no technique was unhelpful, 62% (n = 7) had an engagement level of 8 or more.
In examining the data from the focus group, 58% (n = 12) of students indicated that
they did not carry out any design prior to attempting to code a solution and of those
students, 78% (n = 9) had an engagement level of 3 or less.
The findings from the fifth research question posed in Sect. 3.3 (Level 1 – Reaction),
which was outside the scope of Higgins and colleagues [11], is reported here.
What emotional responses did students experience on the course that they perceived
motivated or demotivated them in their studies? In the context of the survey, when
attempting to cite emotional responses that they perceived motivated them, students
found this question difficult to answer as 73% (n = 60) either provided no answer or
indicated that they were unsure. Of the answers that were received (n = 22), these
answers are categorised and aggregated into three codes [36] – Enjoy creating fun or
useful solutions (8.5%, n = 7), Enjoy writing programs (10%, n = 8), Motivating to see
success on course to date (8.5%, n- = 7). When citing demotivating factors, students
were much more comfortable with answering this question with 21% (n = 17) citing
that there were no demotivating factors. Of the 79% (n = 64) of students who did
respond, these answers were codified into Confidence knocked from having to engage
with Analysis and Design techniques (95%), Feeling bored by software development
(3%), Feeling frustrated as software development too difficult (2%).
In the context of the focus group responses, there was a large response of 81% (n
= 17) of students who cited design as providing a demotivating emotional response.
Students indicated that design annoyed them, that it made them lose interest in software
development, that it lowered their confidence in their ability, that they hated the subject
as a result, that is was a miserable experience and they would consider leaving the
course as a result. For students who indicated that the design process was motivating
to them, 38% (n = 8) of students responded but interestingly of that 38%, 75% (n =
6) used diagrams for design with these students indicating that switching to diagrams
made them feel calmer about solving problems and gave them an overview of what they
wished to achieve in their solution. This was in a context where diagrammatic techniques
for design were not taught to students.
“Once I backed away from design using pseudocode and then started diagramming, life became much less stressful and I actually started to enjoy it” – (Focus
Group Student 07).
The remaining 2 students who submitted a positive result about design indicated
that they enjoyed design when they worked with friends as it “made me feel less alone”
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(Focus Group Student 15) and “it’s okay not to understand design initially” (Focus
Group Student 9).
4.2 Level 2 – Learning
It was observed from the findings produced at this level that the expected depth of
learning for students was expected to begin at SOLO score 2.33 (just above unistructural
score of 2) but it actually began at 1.99 which is just below this SOLO stage (see Fig. 1).
As the students progressed through the four topics, the actual depth of learning remained
lower than expected with the final question in the 4th topic producing an actual score of
3 (multistructural stage) while the expected score was 4 (relational stage).

Fig. 1. Line chart to compare Expected SOLO scores with Actual SOLO scores across all four
topics by students (n = 82) (Source: Higgins et al. [11]).

Therefore, even though it was expected that on average students would be able to
combine multiple concepts when solving problems, in reality while they could understand and utilise several ILOs across the four topics, they had difficulties when it came
to integrating ILOs to generate correct solutions. This is a low result to achieve at the
end of the course as it suggests that while students can demonstrate aptitude in multiple
ILOs separately, they cannot integrate them (which is the SOLO relational stage). This
ability to integrate ILOs when planning and developing solutions is required if students
are to become proficient problem solvers in software development. It was seen that this
issue exists primarily due to students having difficulties utilising design, integration and
solution reuse with the learning outcomes evaluation, abstraction and modelling the
notional machine also causing significant learning issues for students. However, understanding programming constructs, data representation and analysis and decomposition
were at the multistructural stage which suggests students can understand and mentally
model programming concepts and variables but they find it difficult to apply that knowledge when generating solutions. A positive observation is that while the actual SOLO
means for each of the four topics remained lower than the expected means, both sets of
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means followed a similar upward trend meaning there was an improvement in the depth
of learning.
4.3 Level 3 – Transfer

Percentage of students

In order to test the impact of learning on students’ continued ability to solve problems,
a final assignment was given to students at the end of their first year, which incorporated
all topics taught on the course. This was presented as a mechanism to examine students
in the process of solving a larger and more ill-defined problem in comparison to the
more well-defined problems that were provided for each of the four course topics (see
Table 1). The students were given a basic specification that required them to research
and create a retail application for a real-world organisation that sold products or services
to customers. Given that students advanced to the multistructural stage (SOLO score 3)
at the end of the fourth topic in level 2, it was expected that they would at least remain
at this stage as they progressed through this level. Furthermore, it was expected that
they would continue to improve and would move towards the relational stage (SOLO
score 4) of understanding. The solutions to this problem were analysed using the SOLO
taxonomy framework as introduced in Level 2 (see Sect. 3.3, Level 2- Learning). A chart
presenting the percentage of students (n = 82) with their SOLO scores achieved in each
of the nine ILOs is given in Fig. 2.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Prestructural 1

Unistructural 2

Multistructural 3

Relational 4

Fig. 2. AKM-SOLO Level 3 Transfer - A Clustered Column Chart showing the SOLO score
percentages achieved for each of the nine ILOs from Table 2 (n = 82).

From examining the data for the intended learning outcomes (see Fig. 2), it can
be seen that the ILOs related to understanding programming constructs, analysis and
decomposition, identifying data and evaluation recorded a majority of students achieving
a SOLO score of 4 (relational stage). This suggests that that the majority of the cohort
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Percentage of Students

could successfully combine these topics when applying them to a large problem. This
was an improvement from AKM-SOLO level 2 where the majority of students achieved
a SOLO score of 3 (multistructural stage).
In examining the concepts of design and integration, which students found particularly difficult in level 2, there was a small improvement (see Fig. 3). For design, a
proportion of students moved from the prestructural and unistructural depth of learning
stages in level 2, resulting in small gains at the multistructural stage in level 3 (increase
of 5%; n = 4) and the relational stage (increase of 8%; n = 6). In contrast, for integration,
there was an 8% (n = 6) increase at the prestructural stage when level 3 is compared
to level 2, indicating that there were more students who perceived they didn’t understand the concept than was recorded in level 2. This increase in miscomprehension is
not surprising given the size and complexity of integrating a solution at this level. The
remaining learning outcomes of abstraction, notional machine and reuse all showed a
decrease of less than 5% in understanding when moving from levels 2 to 3.

60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Pre 1

Uni 2 Multi 3 Rel 4
Design
Level 2 SOLO scores

Pre 1

Uni 2 Multi 3 Rel 4
Interation

Level 3 SOLO scores

Fig. 3. Comparison of AKM-SOLO Levels 2 and 3 SOLO scores for the ILOs design and
integration (n = 82).

It was seen that, on average, when all nine ILO scores are combined, 7% (n = 3)
of students were still at the prestructural stage which was unchanged from level 2 and
24.7% (n = 10) were at the unistructural stage, which is an increase of 1%. However,
there was a decrease of 1.7% at the multistructural stage, which is marginally mitigated
by an increase of 0.6% at the relational stage, which brings that stage to 38% (n = 15).
In order to measure if these percentage changes from level 2 to level 3 were statistically
significant, a paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the results between both
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levels and it was found that there was no significant difference between the two levels (t
= 0, p > 0.05).
4.4 Level 4 – Impact
The impact level of students’ first year experience on their ongoing studies is tested at
the end of their second year on the programme by participation in a survey in which 41
students participated. It should be noted that during the second year, students continued
their software development education but were not explicitly taught any new analysis or
design techniques. Therefore, students relied on the problem solving strategies they were
taught in first year. The results from the four research questions posed (see Sect. 3.3) for
this level are now presented and explored.
1. What are students’ attitudes to analysis and design in general at the end of second
year?
To measure attitudes to analysis and design, students were asked five closed questions
which examined their approach to solving computational problems. The results from
these questions are presented in Fig. 4 and Table 5. These results show a very similar
pattern to the attitudes of students to analysis and design in first year, which indicate that
students’ attitudes have not changed in the intervening year. In the first year evaluation
in Level 1, it was observed that 65% (n = 26) of students found analysis to be useful,
whereas 46% (n = 19) specifically cited design (in the form of pseudocode) as not being
useful, with 35% (n = 14) citing that neither analysis nor design were useful. A year
later, where students are not explicitly taught any new analysis and design techniques
but where they had more software development education, it can be seen that 56% (n
= 23) agree that analysis is useful (see Question 1, Fig. 4). However when solving
problems, 73% (n = 31) of students do not design solutions, but instead look for code
from an apparently similar problem to modify (see Question 3, Table 5). Equally, when
students are faced with logical problems in their code, 68% (n = 28) would try and solve
the problem by continually changing their code whereas 23% (n = 9) would revert to
design (see Question 2, Table 5). Overall, students placed little value in analysis and
design with over half explicitly labeling the process as being a waste of their time when
trying to solve problems (see Questions 4 and 5, Fig. 4). In contrast, 41% (n = 17)
explicitly indicate that they see the value in analysis and design in theory which would
suggest that if they were taught analysis and design as part of an integrated process
with programming, there may be scope for an improvement in their engagement with
planning solutions to problems.
2. What are students’ attitudes to the specific analysis and design techniques they were
taught in first year?
To measure students’ attitudes in second year to the analysis and design techniques
taught in first year, four closed questions were posed to examine how students approached
solving computational problems. The results from these questions is presented in Fig. 5.

Percentage of Students (n=41)
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Fig. 4. AKM-SOLO Level 4 Impact - Graphed results from Likert formulated questions in examining second year students’ general attitudes to analysis and design after two years of software
development study (n = 41).
Table 5. AKM-SOLO Level 4 Impact - Tabular results from survey given to second years
recording their attitudes to analysis and design after two years of software development study
(n = 41).
Question

Result

Q2 – From the following options, indicate
which option most closely matches your
approach to solving logical errors in your
programs

68% (n = 28) - “keep changing the code to try
and get it to work”,
17% (n = 7) “go back to [their] design and see
if [they] can find any problems in your logic”,
10% (n = 4) “get help from a friend”,
4% (n = 2) checked the Other with 2% would
“check code first and then go back to design”
2% would “mix between checking code and
asking friends”

Q3 – From the following options, choose
the problem solving style that most closely
matches your approach when solving
challenging problems

73% (n = 30) - I would try and find a similar
problem
22% (n = 9) - I would design part of the solution
first, then write code based on that design
2.5% (n = 1) - I would design a full solution first
2.5% (n = 1) - All of the above

It can be seen that 19% (n = 8) of students perceived analysis and design to be a
valuable aspect of software development; with a majority of students (63%, n = 26)
stating that they found the specific analysis and design techniques taught in first year
were unhelpful (see Q6 and Q7 from Fig. 5). However, this 63% was in a context where
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Fig. 5. AKM-SOLO Level 4 Impact - Results from survey given to second years recording their
attitudes to the specific analysis and design techniques they were taught in first year (n = 41).

they did want to learn other techniques as 57% (n = 23; Q8 from Fig. 5) of students
disagreed with the statement that they didn’t want to learn other techniques. This suggests
that students, at least theoretically, see the value in analysis and design and are open to
learning other planning strategies which is also supported by 42% (n = 17; Q9 from
Fig. 5) of students indicating that the choice of techniques taught has not influenced
their opinion of analysis and design in general. Unsurprisingly, of the students who
gave examples of impediments to learning in first year, 62% (n = 12) specifically cited
pseudocode as being unhelpful to them in first year with 21% (n = 4) indicating they
saw no value to analysis and design in general.
3. What recommendations do students have to improve analysis and design in first year?
Almost half (44%; n = 19) of students answered this question; and the responses
were categorised, by the researcher, into three themes with many students suggesting
more than one theme. 59% (n = 24) suggested diagrammatic techniques should be used
for analysis and design; 32% (n = 13) indicated that analysis and design should be
explicitly included in their second year of study and finally, 73% (n = 30) of students
wanted classes dedicated to providing a definite strategy for how to solve problems.
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4. What impact has students’ first year experience had on their affective state when
applying problem solving techniques to computational problems in second year?
To examine the impact of first year on students’ affective levels, students were asked
three closed questions. The results from these questions is presented in Table 6.
Table 6. AKM-SOLO Level 4 Impact - Results from survey given to second years to examine
their emotional responses to analysis and design in second year (n = 41).
Question

Result

Q13 – Indicate the impact of your first year
Positive – 33% (n = 10)
experience learning how to solve problems on your Negative - 47% (n = 14)
motivation to solve problems in second year as
Neutral – 20% (n = 6)
positive, negative or neutral
Q14 – Rate on a 5 point Likert scale your current
confidence level in software development from
none to very confident

Very Confident – 7% (n = 3)
Reasonable Confidence – 32% (n = 13)
Low Confidence – 44% (n = 18)
No Confidence – 17% (n = 7)

Q15 - Rate on a Likert scale your level of interest
in working as a developer following graduation
with points from Definitely to Definitely Not

Definitely future career – 29% (n = 12)
Probably future career – 27% (n = 11)
Don’t know – 22% (n = 9)
Probably not future career – 22% (n = 9)
Definitely not future career – 0%

Almost half of students (47%, n = 14, Q13 from Table 6) indicated that their first
year experience of learning how to analyse and design solutions to problems had a
negative impact on their motivation to plan solutions to problems in second year. This
lack of planning is also borne out in students’ confidence levels, with 61% (n = 25, Q4
from Table 6) indicating they had low or no confidence in their ability to solve software
problems. This negative affective impact is also reflected in 44% (n = 18, Q5 from
Table 6) of students who either don’t know or definitely feel that this is not a future
career for them. This means that by the end of second year, students are negatively
affected by analysis and design which is impacting both their confidence and motivation
in their software development studies.

5 Discussion
From the application of the AKM-SOLO model in this study, it has been observed that
students’ overall attitudes to - and affective states when - problem solving in software
development is not encouraging. From the findings in the last section, it can be observed
that students regard engaging in software development to be primarily about programming with the concept of designing solutions in particular considered not to be useful
and is avoided where possible. It was also seen that this attitude carries through to the
end of their second year on the programme. This is not an unexpected result given that it
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has been cited in the literature that getting students to design solutions rather than try to
program a solution through trial and error or memorizing other solutions is very difficult
[20, 37]. Nonetheless, this is a worrying result especially as the issue is not that students
do not have the aptitude to be software developers, but rather that they are not developing the analysis and design skills that allow them engage them with the problem solving
nature of the discipline as a whole. As educators, we wish them to become developers
who can design and implement solutions but they are inadvertently being taught with a
focus on being programmers instead and this is affecting their proficiency and positive
attitude to software development.
Student engagement is generally considered to be a predictor of learning [38]. However, it has been noted that computer science students’ general level of engagement in
their studies has been recorded internationally as being much lower than students from
other disciplines [39]. Therefore, the relatively low engagement level of 5.7 out of 12
found in this study is not surprising as it suggests that a majority of students are not
adequately engaged with the topic and that is borne out in the consistently underperforming set of actual SOLO scores acquired across the four topics taught in first year.
Interestingly, 94% (n = 82) of the first year survey respondents view the process of programming as being more important than the analysis and design stages which suggests
that they don’t see the value in carrying out planning prior to writing a program. This
is an issue also observed by Garner [40] and it has been found that this lack of focus
on planning is a lead issue in the development of maladaptive cognitive practices [7].
The results from this study suggest that student engagement in the process of solving
software development problems is directly aligned to how useful they find the process of
carrying out analysis and design. If the process of analysis and design wasn’t objectively
important in software development, then students would be able to skip this stage and
move directly to coding, and their engagement level would not be affected which has
not been observed here. This is not a new observation as the importance of structuring
problem solving into analysis and design strategies for novices has been recognised
in the literature [41, 42]. Therefore, as the engagement level is low and their depth of
learning in analysis and design is not at a SOLO relational stage, this suggests that if
students can’t successfully participate in analysis and design, this affects their ability to
engage fully with their studies to become proficient developers.
On examining the findings, most students found the process of analysis (i.e. breaking
a problem into a series of sub-tasks that need to be solved) to be a useful activity to help
them start solving a problem. This is typical top-down analysis which has long been
proven as a mechanism to support students [43]. This is reflected both in the responses
from students in the focus group and survey as well as the improvement seen in SOLO
scores for the ILO analysis and decomposition across the four topics. However, despite
this positive experience, this ILO is still not at the SOLO relational stage that would
be expected of students at the end of their first year, which suggests further structure
in carrying out analysis would help. Students need to be able to visualise and create
mental models in order to understand “what” needs to be done to solve a problem.
However, it has been observed that most students find such mental modelling difficult
[44]. Therefore, adding a visualisation technique to the analysis process could be useful
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in helping students both carry out analysis as well as engage in the mental modelling
required.
The area of design is a seriously divisive issue for students. It has been found in other
studies that design is typically a much harder task for novice learners than programming
due to; the need for complex mental modelling of computing constructs to take place
in order to design a solution and also the issues with understanding pseudocode and its
inherent lack of feedback [40, 45, 46]. Likkanen & Perttula [47] also observe that even
if students successfully complete design in a top-down fashion where they decompose a
problem into sub-problems, they often then experience difficulties in integrating the subproblem solutions back into a final solution. These issues with design are also reflected
in this study where it is very clear that pseudocode as a design technique is not fit for
purpose; most students find it neither useful nor helpful. From the survey findings in
research question 3 in Sect. 4.1, it can be seen that novice learners find it difficult to
understand the role of pseudocode as a mechanism to abstract from the technicalities of
a programming language and instead see it as yet another language they have to learn.
This language issue with pseudocode was observed by Hundhausen et al. [48]. Students
also criticized the lack of support and structure in this design technique which they
find makes it difficult to use effectively. This difficulty is reflected by many students
indicating that they move immediately to the coding phase before they have adequately
decomposed a problem or carried out at least some design for a solution. From the
focus group findings, this issue also emerges where it can also be seen that this issue
with pseudocode is biasing students against their perception of design as being a useful
process.
This difficulty with design is also reflected in the SOLO scores where the ILOs of
design, integration and solution reuse were found to have the lowest SOLO scores across
the four topics; signaling students have a specific issue with these topics. Equally the
ILOs involving the mental modelling of the notional machine, the use of abstraction and
the evaluation of solutions also returned consistently low scores.
As an alternative to pseudocode, it was seen from the survey findings in Sect. 4.1 that
some students successfully gravitated towards using design techniques such as flowcharts
to support them in designing algorithms despite it not being taught. Given that flowcharts
have been cited in the literature as a very credible mechanism for visualising a flow of
control in an algorithm [49] and that they also are a natural visualisation technique, such
charts could be a very useful alternative to help students engage in the process of design.
These negative attitudes to design were borne out when examining the results
obtained when students were asked to develop a solution to an ill-defined, larger problem at the end of their first year. While students demonstrated marginal improvements
in design, they were in general ill-equipped to analyse and design a solution and instead
reverted to surface strategies of trying to program a solution without a plan. Students
particularly exhibited problems with integrating incremental solutions into a final solution as can be seen in Fig. 2. Given these issues students have with design and integration
in solving a larger problem, it is not surprising then to observe that students also performed poorly in being able to model the notional machine, carry out reuse and utilise
abstraction to enable them plan a solution at different levels of detail. This is a worrying
result, as going forward in their studies, students will naturally be expected to be able
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to solve more complex and ill-defined problems which require the active planning and
modelling of solutions.
In their second year, students received a full year of tuition in advanced programming
which would have improved their technical knowledge. However, as was seen in the
results for AKM-SOLO level 3, this had no impact on the negative regard they had for
the problem planning techniques taught in first year which is carried through their second
year. 66% (n = 27) of second year students indicated they did not find their first year
experience in problem planning to be useful and an equal number of students specifically
cited pseudocode as being an impediment to learning. This result is also borne out in
the literature as Hu [50] in synthesising research from [9, 51–53] found that increased
educational attainment in software development has little effect on students’ valuation
of design as a useful process. However, encouragingly 57% (n = 23) disagreed with
the statement that they would not like to learn other planning techniques which would
tentatively suggest that they do see the value in planning even theoretically. From an
affective perspective, 47% (n = 19) of second year students indicated that their first year
experience had a negative impact on their motivation to solve problems in second year
with 61% (n = 25) of students indicating they have poor or low confidence levels in
software development. Such results are a concern as they suggest a high proportion of
students are at risk of either leaving or failing to proceed in the programme. Overall,
these results highlight the important role that first year analysis and design has in forming
effective software development habits that will enable students to grown their proficiency
and affective state as they proceed through their studies. This view is also supported by
Hu [50] who argues for the use of an explicit design process when teaching software
development as opposed to the global norm of using informal design strategies.
In summary, the results produced less than satisfactory findings around the issue
of problem solving for software development coupled with a low level of engagement.
Therefore, it can be concluded that if students perceive they are not appropriately supported in the development process by the use of appropriate development techniques,
this has a negative impact on their engagement levels with software development. This
impact can negatively affect their chances of continuing, and succeeding, in their course
as well as deciding to pursue a career in software development. These findings suggest
that in order for students to engage in problem solving in software development that
they need to be properly scaffolded and supported by a software development process to
guide them in acquiring good development planning habits as they set out on their learning journey. This suggestion for an explicit process is explicitly backed up by 73% (n =
30) of second year students who indicated they wanted classes dedicated to providing a
definite strategy for how to solve problems.

6 Conclusions
There has been over thirty years of research into researching and proposing new pedagogical approaches to teaching software development to freshman, undergraduate students.
However, despite the valuable innovations that this research has produced, there are
still ongoing issues recorded globally with proficiency and retention in comparison with
other undergraduate programmes. This case study examined the learning experiences of
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an undergraduate first year cohort who were studying software development as novices.
It was found that the absence of a formal software development process for this cohort
resulted in students attempting to program solutions to problems with little interest or
engagement in problem planning and this issue continued into their second year of undergraduate study. In general, students could not see the benefit in carrying out analysis and
design for problem solving and this not only affected their proficiency in software development but also had a negative impact on their desire to work in the software industry.
These results suggest that the provision of an educational software development process, aimed specifically at first year novice learners, could have a positive impact on
their learning and attitudes to problem solving in software development.
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